
 

To whom it may concern: 

 

My name is Jose Tenorio and I am a Spanish Captain.  I started working on board ships when I 

was 18 years old and from that moment on, I developed my professional career alternating between the 

offshore and fishing sectors.  Currently, I have extensive experience as a Master in both sectors, regarding 

the Merchant Marine sector (port works, maritime wind industry and private antipiracy security maritime), 

as well as holding the position of Skipper in the Fishing sector (in different international fishing grounds 

and with a wide variety of fishing gear).  I am used to commanding crews of different races, cultures and 

religions in the fishing sector from 25 meters fishing vessels with 5 crew members to 70 meters fishing 

vessels with 45 crew members, and with respect to the Offshore sector, I have been in charge of vessels as 

Captain with more than 200 passengers. 

With regard to my maritime qualifications, in the Offshore sector, I have the licence of Captain < 

1600 Tons. (Chief Mate < 3000 Tons.), and with respect to fishing sector I have the licence of Fishing 

Skipper  <70 meters (Fishing Chief Mate unlimited), and its French and British certificate of equivalent 

competency (CEC).  I also have all the mandatory STCW Maritime Certificates in order (Please, see C.V. 

attached or visit my professional website www.captainjosetenorio.com ). 

** About my experience as Captain in the Offshore sector, I have worked as Captain on 

armoury-hotel and patrol ships providing private anti-piracy maritime security to merchant ships that cross 

dangerous areas and oil rigs.  Skipper on windcats in the British Offshore Wind Industry and I have also 

worked as skipper on barges in different Spanish and French Port Works. 

I accumulate experience in handling any type of “fast boat” up to 40 meters in length, monohull 

or catamaran and different propulsion systems such as conventional, Schottel system, or jets. 

** And about my experience as a Skipper in the Fishing sector, I have more than 15 years of 

experience as a Skipper, fishing in all the Oceans of the world and with different fishing systems gears 

(long liner, gillnets or pots), especially in the Antarctic Ocean, between South America and New Zealand. 

On a personal level, I am optimistic about life, an open person, with great leadership skills and 

very sociable.  I have a high cultural level, good presence, and I am very responsible, committed and 

enthusiastic about everything I do. I am healthy, I practice sports daily, jogging, kayaking, cycling or 

volleyball. I am prepared to move to any country in the world and establish my residence there, if necessary. 

I am looking for an exciting project that needs all my work capacity offering absolute dedication. 

For all that has been said, I am qualified to perform the job for which I am applying and I remain 

at your entire disposal if you wish to contact me for any clarification. 

I look forward to hearing from you,  

Yours faithfully,  

 

Jose Tenorio 

 

http://www.captainjosetenorio.com/

